GREATERLONDONAUTHORITY
REQUEST FOR ASSISTANT DIRECTOR DECISION

—

ADD2O1S

Title: Barcelona Smart Cities Expo World Congress 2016

Executive Summary:
The Barcelona Smart Cities Expo World Congress is the most important forum in the world for building relationships
with cities and suppliers that create smart cities policies and develop new products that deliver smart cities
programmes.
We will have a presence at the Expo, including officers, advisors, colleagues at London & Partners at a physical stand
in the exhibition hail with a programme of presentations and exhibits to promote relationships with other cities and
London’s smart cities sector firms.

Decision:
That the Assistant Director approves:
1.

Expenditure of up to a maximum of 51,000 from the Intelligence Unit minor programme budget to cover
the costs associated with the Barcelona Smart City Expo World Congress programme as set out in Part 1 of
this report; and

2. A related exemption from the requirements of the GLA’s Contracts and Funding Code to enter into an
agreement with Fira Barcelona for the delivery of services to design and building of stands for the GLA
participation at the Barcelona Smart City Expo.

AUTHORISING ASSISTANT DIRECTOR/HEAD OF UNIT:
I have reviewed the request and am satisfied it is correct and consistent with the Mayor’s plans and
priorities.
It has my approval.
Name: Andrew olli

e

Position: Assistant Director of Intelligence

Signature:
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Date:
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PART I NON-CONFIDENTIAL FACTS AND ADVICE
Decision required supporting report
-

—

1.
Introduction and background
The Barcelona Smart Cities Expo World Congress is the most important forum in the world for building
relationships with cities and suppliers that create smart cities policies and develop new products that deliver
smart cities prOgrammes.

We have reguarIy had a presence of lead officers and deputy mayors at the expo in recent years. In 2015,
the Deputy Mayor for Environment and Energy and the Smart City Lead, each made presentations. This
year, we want our ambition to match that of New York and other cities who take an exhibition stand to
promote their city’s smart agenda and the companies and organisations who contribute to it.
Cities with advanced smart cities policies and programmes (e.g. New York, Barcelona) will be exhibiting and
presenting, allowing officers to gather large amounts of intelligence for future policy and programme
development that would take much longer with desk research and one-to-one meetings. The event is also
an opportunity to quickly develop relationships with funders and vendors, increasing City Hall’s ability to
win income from grants and save money with City Hall staff knowledgeable on the cost of smart cities
programmes.
The approximate budget costs for attendance and participation at the Expo is as follows:
1. Expenditure of up to €25,000 (01,873 as of 5 October 2016) from the Intelligence Unit budget to
commission the physical stand from Fira Barcelona, the conference organisers;
2. Expenditure of up to £3,000 to hold a networking event to build connections to other cities active in
smart cities policies and programme5; and
3. Expenditure to cover the costs of GLA Officers attending the event as representatives —4 days x 1
Officer, 3 days x 2 Officers, 2 days x 1 Deputy Mayor at a cost of €277.50 (042.80 xl 2 = £2,913.60)
expense claim per day (HMRC rates) and delegate passes at 050 (E656 x 4 = £2,624.00 each which
totals €6,330 (E5,537.60 as of 5 October 2016). Associated travel cost to Spain for 4 officers at a cost
of £150 each (f600).
Officers attending the event to represent GLA will be Rajesh Agrawal, Andrew Collinge, Sara Kelly, Stephen
Lorimer
We will work with the Commercial Partnerships team to recoup this expenditure through commercial
partners recruited through publishing the opportunity on London.gov.uk, the Smart London Board, and the
Mayor’s International Business Programme.
The Mayor of London is offering the opportunity for a number of organisations to become partners at the
Smart City Expo, enabling them to:
•
•
•
•

Have dedicated exhibition space at the event
Give curated talks
Arrange business speed dating
Host sponsored drinks receptions.

There will be three partnership opportunities to present as part of the Mayor’s Stand
Corporate partners will be able to:
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•
•
•
•

Increase their business prospects, showcasing their innovative solutions and technologies using city
data from their personalised plinth on the Mayor’s stand
Bring an audience to the Mayor’s stand with seminars and demonstrations
Be the presenting sponsor of a major networking event hasted by city mayors’ business promotion
agencies
Two passes for the full congress and one for the exhibition floor
This package is available for £12,000 plus VAT.

Accelerator programme partners will be able to:
• Promote their start ups’ innovative solutions and technologies using city data from two plinths on
the Mayor’s stand
• Have a continuous presence on the stand for their programme and their start ups
• Be the presenting sponsor of ‘speed dating’ of start ups/scale-ups with corporates
• Bring an audience to the Mayor’s stand with seminars and demonstrations
• One delegate pass and two passes for the exhibition floor
This package is available for £6,000 plus VAT.
Small & Medium-size Enterprise (SME) partners will be able to:
• Increase their business prospects, showcasing their company’s innovative solutions and technologies
in data from one plinth on the Mayor’s stand
• Bring an audience to the Mayor’s stand with seminars and demonstrations
• One pass for the exhibition floor
This package is available for £2,000 plus VAT

The Greater London Authority and our promotional agency London and Partners will be responsible for all
logistical support both beforehand and during the event. There will be a memorandum of understanding
between City Hall and London & Partners for logistical support on site and published collateral from their
insight, foreign direct investment, and Mayor’s International Business Programme.
2.

Objectives and expected outcomes

Oective
To promote London’s smart city agenda, and provide a platform for London’s smart cities sector firms. Also
to establish London’s relationships with other cities active in smart cities policies and programmes.
Outputs
1. Initial agreements for international cooperation on smart cities with leading world cities
2. New contracts for London’s firms operating in the smart cities markets
3. Interest and investment from high-quality suppliers that previously did not consider London as a
market for their services

3.
Equality comments
In order to ensure that our promotion of smart cities firms are representative of all of London, including
identified groups such as women, Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic communities, we will seek to ensure
representation of exhibitors lead by people from these communities. For example, only 17% of tech
companies are founded by women, and we are working with the Mayor’s International Business Programme,
who has a track record of inclusion: 24% of companies in their programme were founded by women.
The GLA will work with the Commercial Partnerships team and London & Partners to ensure that efforts are
made to secure representation from these identified groups by, for example, working with interest groups
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representing women or BAME in tech, to make sure they are invited an a way appropriate to them, and
ensure as much representation as possible.
4.

Other considerations

Risk description

Mitigation / Risk response

The Commercial
Partnerships team fails
to recoup the GLA’s
outlay to commission
the exhibition stand

A plan has been made to use
GLA Family involvement through
presentations from GLA, TIL,
OPDC, and LLDC as a lever to
entice partners on board.

Current
Current
probability impact
0-4)
(1-4)
2
2

I

RAG
rating

CIA risk
owner

A

Intelligence
Unit

C

Economic
and
Business
Policy Unit

The Mayor’s International
Business Programme has ERDF
funding that can make a
contribution that assists firms in
their programme.
New international
working relationships
fail to materialise

We have already established
links with New York (pilot
Mayor’s Office for Data
Analytics) and San Francisco
(Start-ups in Residence) to use
as evidence of our willingness to
cooperate.

1

1

Links to Mayoral Strategies and Commitments
The Mayors Manifesto
• Champion London industry at home and abroad, making the case for inward investment in our city,
and working to attract ever more global business.
• Support innovative tech solutions which enable Londoners to access and use public services and
information more easily and efficiently.
• Collaborating with other cities through international networks such as the C40 and ICLEI to develop
innovative solutions to the changes of tackling climate change and other environmental challenges
cities like London face.
• Join other European cities like Berlin, Amsterdam and Barcelona in signing up to the United Nations
Global Compact Cities Programme.
Impact Assessments and Consultations
No impact assessment or consultation is required for the project.
5.
5.1

Financial comments
Approval is being sought for expenditure with an aggregated value not exceeding 51k to cover the
cost associated with the Barcelona Smart City Expo World Congress, as set out in the body of this
report, and to procure Fira Barcelona to design and build stands for the GLA participation at the Barcelona
Smart City Expo.

5.2

To enter into all associated agreements with the Commercial Partnerships team in order to recoup
the costs incurred, summarised below:
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Activity
Commissioning of the physical stand from Nra Barcelona
Networking event to build connections to other cities
Associated travel cost to Spain for 4 officers at a cost of £150 each
(E600).
Cost of 4 GLA Officers attending the event as representatives during 9
days, covering:
Expenses with a daily allowance of £242.80 (€277.50)
Delegate passes at £656 (€750) each
Total expenses for Officers attending the event
Net cost to the GLA

£000

£000

21.9
3.0
0.6
2.9
2.6
5.5
31.0

5.3

The budget provision required for this programme of work will be funded from the agreed
Intelligence Unit minor programme budget. The WBS to charge all costs to is GG.0220.001.

5.4

As this decision relates to a contract, officers have to ensure that the requirements of the
Authority’s Contracts and Funding Code are adhered to.

5.5

Any changes to this proposal, including budgetary implications will be subject to further approval via
the Authority’s decision-making process. All appropriate budget adjustments will be made.

6.

Legal

6.1

Sections ito 4 of this report indicate that:
6.1.1

the decision requested of the assistant director, in accordance with the GLA’s Contracts and
Funding Code (the “Code”), falls within the GLA’s statutory powers to do such things
considered to further or which are facilitative of, conducive or incidental to the discharge of
its general functions; and

6.1.2

in formulating the proposals in respect of which a decision is sought officers have complied
with the GLA’s related statutory duties to:
•
•

•
6.2

pay due regard to the principle that there should be equality of opportunity for all
people;
consider how the proposals will promote the improvement of health of persons,
health inequalities between persons and to contribute towards the achievement of
sustainable development in the United Kingdom; and
consult with appropriate bodies.

Section 3 of the Code requires the GLA to seek three or more written quotations in respect of the
services required or call off the services required from an accessible framework. However, the
assistant director may approve an exemption from this requirement under section 5 of the Code
upon certain specified grounds. One of those grounds is a complete absence of competition. Officers
have indicated in section 1 of this report that this ground applies, and that the proposed contract
affords value for money.
On this basis the assistant director may approve the proposed exemption if satisfied with the
content of this report.
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Planned delivery approach and next steps

Activity
Engagement with commercial partners and London & Partners
Pay Fira Barcelona for stand at the expo
Invoice commercial partners to recoup the GLA’s previous outlay
Barcelona Smart City Expo World Congress
Feedback and Follow-up with international partners
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Timeline
July August
2016
August 2016
September 2016
15-17 November
2016
November
December2016
—

—

6

Public access to information
Information in this form (Part 1)is subject to the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOl Act) and will be
made available on the GLA website within one working day of approval.

If immediate publication risks compromi5ing the implementation of the decision (for example, to complete
a procurement process), it can be deferred until a specific date. Deferral periods should be kept to the
shortest length strictly necessary.
Note: This form (Part 1) will either be published within one working day after approval
date.

p

on the defer

Part 1 Deferral:
Is the publication of Part 1 of this approval to be deferred? NO
If YES, for what reason:

Until what date: (a date is required if deferring)
Part 2 Confidentiality: Only the facts or advice considered to be exempt from disclosure under the FOl
Act should be in the separate Part 2 form, together with the legal rationale for non-publication.
Is there a part 2 form

—

NO

ORIGINATING OFFICER DECLARATION:
Draftinq officer
Stephen Lorimer has drafted this report in accordance with GLA procedures and confirms that the Finance
and Legal teams have commented on this proposal as required, and this decision reflects their comments.
Corporate Investment Board:
The Corporate Investment Board reviewed this proposal on 10 October2016.

HEAD OF FINANCE AND GOVERNANCE:

I confirm that financial and legal implications have been appropriately considered in the preparation of this
report.
Signature:

Date:

/
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